
NFC Saintes Race Report by Press Officer Drew Callan 

Race Adviser's report. 
 
Terry Scholley rang at 15.00pm Friday and indicated the current weather conditions were generally 
good and a liberation is anticipated on Saturday. We agreed to speak again at 05.30 am Saturday. I 
rang Trevor Cracknell with this information at Saintes where the current weather was perfect with 
light winds and sunshine. 
 
I rang Trevor Cracknell  at approximately 05.15 am and the weather conditions were overcast. 
I rang Terry Scholley at 05.30 am and was informed that the line of flight generally was good with 
light Northerly winds and good visibility. We agreed to speak again when it was good enough to 
liberate. I rang Trevor Cracknell with this information and we agreed to speak again when the 
conditions at the race point were good enough to liberate. Trevor rang at 09.05 am and stated that 
the weather was good enough to liberate. 
I rang Terry Scholley who gave a perfect forecast. I rang Trevor and following a short discussion it 
was decided to liberate and the birds were liberated at 09.15 am in a light Northerly wind in 
sunshine and they headed North. 
Many thanks to all concerned. 
 
Paul Clements 

Race Controller. 

Good morning folks, by the time you read this I will be dipping my bits bin to the water off the south 
Cornish coast and reflecting on how my season has been, in particular the last two NFC races from 
Tarbes and Saintes. For myself and others these were disappointing, and on both occasions I failed 
to clock an arrival in race tie in what were far from straightforward races, and like the rest of you I 
am trying to work out why. I take a little comfort from the fact that I was not alone in struggling with 
these races and from both liberations there were regular names missing from the result, and also 
from the fact that  I now have 2/3 from Tarbes and 3/3 from Saintes, so they have gained a bit more 
experience which should serve them well next season.  The Saintes returnees have left me 
scratching my head if I’m being honest- on the Wednesday following the race I was on the phone at 
5.40 in the morning giving Eamon Kelly some advice when I saw the grizzle cock from Saintes 
scratching about on the lawn, I opened the flap to let him in and then went to put the kettle on for a 
coffee. As I looked out the window whilst waiting for the kettle the second of my three Saintes birds 
dropped and on watching her trap I returned to get my coffee and upon sitting down outside the 
third of my three Saintes entries dropped, so I had all three back in 15 minutes- just a few days late. 
The wind had swung round to westerly which I think was the main contributing factor to the birds 
turning up but I have no idea where they would have been to be brought home at that time of day 
on a westerly wind. 

Right, lets talk about the race then. The convoying team had responsibility for 3,100 odd pigeons 
entered in the race and as usual the birds were well cared for and this was reflected in the condition 
they returned. Paul Clements once more worked tirelessly with his team of contacts to get a picture 
of the weather along the line of flight so that he could inform the team on the ground at Saintes. The 
weather on Saturday was a bit slow to play ball, and as a result the liberation never got underway 
until 9.15am when the convoy were released in to a light northerly wind and headed for home 
straightaway. The race was never going to be easy with the nose wind all the way home and the heat 
in France reaching 34 degrees at times, which would sap the energy and make the convoy dig deep, 
for most it was a big ask and the bulk of the convoy would seem to have seen the sun set and rise 
again on French soil. As is always the case the lead pigeons keep going regardless and a decent  



batch of birds were recorded on the night, to the delight of the fanciers who witnessed it. As the 
result rolled out it was clear that the later liberation negated any of the longer fliers from recording 
a 500 day bird, but these birds more than made up for it on the second day with a few gutsy 
performances that showed that these birds made the most of the daylight they had on the first day. 
It also became apparent that no fewer than four lofts took the brace of top two in their 
sections…definitely horses for courses on a difficult day.  

 

Sonny’s Lad 1st Open NFC Saintes 

Top dog on the day and a loft that is white hot at the moment, taking 1st Open and 1st Section B is 
Mr and Mrs Waterhouse from Portsmouth.  The pigeon that came to win the partnerships second 
national in 12 months was a game yearling cock now named  Sonny’s Lad as their youngest grandson 
was celebrating his 2nd birthday on the same day. Sonnys lad is home bred and is Jacob Poortvliet 
/Koopman /Kleindirk, he is been raced on roundabout for the sprint racing but as they  got to the 
longer races the loft was changed to natural so the birds could be set up for the longer races ona 
range of nest positions. Unfortunately Sonny lost his hen during the season  so they  sent him to the 
new race point  of Nord sur Edre unpaired and he showed his ability when he came to win 1st club, 
1st fed, also winning Bamfords yearling nom which consists of 5 bags of corn , yearling cup and prize 
money. He also clocked up another club win from Carentan so he clearly knows a quick way back 
across the channel and this served him well on the night of the Saintes national. 
In the lead up to Saintes National he paired to another hen and day of basketing he was sitting 
chipping eggs, so his head was certainly focused on getting home. The race team are fed versela laga 
super widowhood twice daily, getting as much as they want and peanuts in the afternoon each day 
as they are expected to race hard so the fuel needs to be in the tank. Once they are repaired the 
race team was trained every day and when they return from training they had an open hole all day. 
This is one of the top partnerships along the south coast and I remember last year when they won 
their first national a lot of people were quick to praise their performance and to talk about how 
successful the team are at club and federation level. Well, they have clearly moved up a gear as the 
week prior to Saintes they won the classic from Bergerac in some style having the only bird on the 
day in what turned out to be a very difficult race. It should be remembered that this is a small outfit 
and only race with 16 pairs of racers and these all have to pull their weight and compete right along 
the line from the short sprint races to the longer classic and national races, and the partnership have 
developed a system that gets the most out of their small team of racers. The partnership would like 
to thank everyone who has contacted them to pass on their congratulations. 
  



 

The Wiggins Family with Stu’s Girl 

Taking 2nd Open and 2nd Section B we have the loft of M Wiggins and Son. Matt clocked a 3 year old 

hen now called Stu's girl in memory of his son who passed away in 2009. She was sent paired to 

another hen and was sitting 14 day old eggs. She was bred by his good friend Dave Fox of Stroud. 

Her sire is a son of Dave's 2006 Ingleton national winner with the BBC, the dam is a daughter of Stan 

Dangerfield's San Sebastián winner with the CSCFC. This hen was lightly raced as a young bird having  

only two races. In her 1st race she was 3rd club 60th  Solent fed Carentan. In 2012 she took a few 

minor club cards then in 2013 she took the following positions. 1st club 10th Solent fed Messac 

1090birds, 614th open Cholet national, 13th  section 67th open BBC Messac. 

2014. 

The Saintes race was to be her 5th race of the season, her 1st race was falaise with the BICC where 

she came back hawked and was left until she was ready to go back on the road. She was then trained 

and sent to Yelverton where she took 3rd club. Then she went to Poitiers with the BBC where she 

was 86th section, 216th open, then she went to fougeres with the BBC where she was 15th section 

130th  open from 1892 birds. The team then thought about finishing her for the season but she was 

looking and handling so well in the run up to Saintes that they decided to get her ready for Saintes.  

In the two weeks leading up to the race She was given four tosses to Cadnam with the local trainer 

Rod. The birds are fed on Beyers widowhood corn with different seeds added as the distance 

increases, they also have fresh hormoform put in the loft every day. All birds are hopper fed so that 

they have the necessary reserves.  In the water they only put orego stim twice per week and a 

vitamin once per week and electrolytes on the return from a race. The Wiggins team would like to 

thank the NFC for the way the birds came home in fantastic condition, they ended up with two out 

of two with their other entry coming at 6pm on the Sunday. 

Matt would like to say congratulations to Dave Waterhouse on winning 1st open, and would also like 

to say a big thank you to Dave Fox for breeding them this good hen and the youngsters he sent down 



this year. And finally, Matt would also like to say thank you to everyone for their messages of 

congratulations. 

 

John and Dave Staddon with 1st and 2nd Section G 

Taking 3rd Open the double top of 1st and 2nd Section G is the well known partnership  of John and 
Dave Staddon. This father and son partnership are no strangers to national success and they showed 
their pedigree in this race with an armful of early birds including 1st, 2nd and 4th Section. This is what 
Dave had to say: 
‘ Firstly, we'd like to congratulate the race winners Mr & Mrs Waterhouse on their terrific yearling 
and of course in winning both Saintes NFC and Bergerac Classic in recent weeks. Secondly we'd like 
to thank Trevor Cracknell the convoyer for liberating the birds in difficult circumstances. At the time 
of writing we have 15 from 17 entered and all birds were in terrific shape. Lastly we’d like to 
congratulate all section winners in this tough race. 
 
Saturday was a testing day with strong head winds and searing heat, it was always going to be a 
tough race, even if we had an early lib, which of course we didn't get due to the early fog. As the day 
drew on, the wind turned from a northerly direction at home to a more NW and westerly influence 
which wasn't going to help our cause here in Somerset. We were joined in the wait by our mate and 
top national flyer Rob Brooks and a few ciders followed. It certainly helped pass the time. We are 
over the moon to win section G for the first time. Between Dad and I, we think we have won Section 
C well over 20 times over the years but since Dad moved to Evercreech in 2010 and into the much 
larger Section G, this is our first NFC Section win, hopefully there will be more to follow. We did 
manage to win the L A Baker Trophy in the NFC 2013 for the best average all NFC races for sections 
C, D & G. 
 
We timed our first blue white flighted yearling cock at 7.18pm to win provisional 1st Section G 3rd 
Open. He is raced on our well documented Chaos widowhood system. He was raced down the leg as 
a young bird having most races. This year he had two inland races with WOESRC followed by every 
channel race with the combine which provided great experience, Carentan, Fougeres, Messac, 



Messac again with NFC and finally Nort Sur Erdre. He then had a month's rest before the Saintes 
National. All our birds are fed on Matador corn. We have now named the section winner "Shapway 
G -Force".  
 
He is 50% J & D x 50% Mark Gilbert. His Sire Shapway Larry is a full brother to our good racing hen 
Lady Caroline 2nd Open BICC Pau etc and mother of Matador 1st BICC Tours National 2013. They are 
bred from a Fauche Bros Cock x Janssen hen who won 1st Open Europa One Loft Picauville. Shapway 
Larry has bred 2nd Open BICC Faliase, 9th Open BICC Poitiers 2014, 1st Open Paulton Breeder Buyer 
Guernsey YB and now 1st Section 3rd Open NFC Saintes 2014. G-Force's dam is a half sister to 2nd, 
7th,14th Open Tarbes NFC, 6th BICC Rennes, 6th NFC Messac, 7th NFC Saintes 13th NFC Fougers. 
She is from a son of Brockamps Perpignan 06 and a daughter of Southfield Supreme when he was 
paired onto a daughter of Deweerdts Iban. 
 
We then timed our 2nd yearling cheq cock at 8.23pm to record provisional 2nd Section G, he had 
another pigeon follow him through the trap, perhaps a Saintes bird ? This cock had an 
unconventional education for one of our birds. He didn't race at all as a YB. He was never right and 
was light and had poor droppings for quite some time. In many lofts he would have been disposed 
of, but Dad thought the cock deserved some patience which is what he got (Some might say 
unusually for us!!).  
 
This year he had the exact same preparation as G-Force however, he nighted out from both inland 
races and his first two channel races, before the penny started to drop. He has got earlier with each 
race and was our 2nd bird from Nort Sur Erdre winning 4th Club. He hadn't taken a hen until about 
two weeks before Saintes and this may have given him extra motivation. He certainly tried hard here 
and looks a pigeon of great promise for the future. He is from 100% Mark Gilbert Deweerdts, being 
bred from a son of Southfield Treble and a daughter of Southfield Pau, she is also the dam of  
Shapway Star 7th BICC Barcelona 2013, 19th BICC Barcelona 2014, 36th BICC Tarbes etc. 
 
Lastly we timed our 3rd yearling cheq cock at 8.31pm to record provisional 4th Section G with a very 
game bird of Preece Bros & Sons pipping him on a decimal for 3rd Section the next morning. This 
was our pooled bird. He had the exact same prep as outlined above but has shown great promise 
being early to the loft on several occasions. He is the apple of Dads eye and is again a pigeon we 
think has a bright future. He is bred from a full brother of Brian Milkins Champion Ted, 1st Open NFC 
Cholet. His dam is our Lady Sumo Jos Thone hen and is the only Jos Thone hen we retain. She was a 
top racer for us and is a great breeder too. Another of her daughters recently winning 12th section 
83rd Open NFC Tarbes 2014. Roll on the hardest race of them all now, the NFC young bird national 
!!!!’ 
 



 
 

The mighty team Corkett 
 

Next up claiming 4th Open and topping the ultra - competitive section E we have the national 
winning loft of Mr and Mrs Corkett and sons. Their section winner is a Dark Chequer Yearling 
Vandersanden Cock, the 3rd yearling on the result. This game cock is one of four pigeons bred for 
them last year  by Les Parkinson with the express instructions that they were to race them. 
 
This cock was raced as a youngster and put on widowhood as a yearling. He has flown well this year 
for them, taking positions in both Club and Federation races. He had three overseas races before the 
Saintes race to get him fit and to get him experience.  
Describing their reasons for choosing him to be their top pool bird, Mr&Mrs E Corkett and Sons, 
Gary and Glen, said that he would exercise freely and would not come in, preferring to be out flying 
so this made up their minds for them. They would like to offer their sincere thanks to Les Parkinson 
for breeding the pigeon for them.  



 
Cosmin Talas -1st Section F 

 
Topping section F, claiming 5th Open and continuing his excellent run of form in the middle distance 
nationals is Cosmin Talas. Cosmin came very close to packing in completely last year because of 
work pressures which resulted in him having very little time with the birds. Fortunately for him he 
listened to his friends who told him to keep a few birds to race as he would regret it i9f he sold off 
everything. He reduced his team – which wasn’t very big to start with- and sold off the stock birds 
and decided to race the few he had kept. The result has been that he has just had one of his best 
seasons ever at national level and his small team of racers has not let him down. The section winner 
is a two year old Marike Vinke/ Eijerkamp cock who will have been over the pond a few times for 
Cosmin, and he was in brilliant condition when he arrived back at his Oxfordshire loft on Saturday 
evening  as were the two birds that the loft clocked the next morning  and Cosmin would like to pass 
on his thanks to the convoying team for the care given to the birds when they were in the baskets. 
This season has made Cosmin realise that you do not need a lot of birds to be successful and he 
thinks that a lot of small back garden set ups race very well year after year but do not get the 
recognition they deserve for the performances they put up. With this in mind he would like to say a 
big well done to his mate David Waterhouse for winning the race. He also won the Classic Bergerac 
race a week ago clocking the only pigeon on the day, outstanding performances with a small team of 
pigeons, well done Dave and also well done to Mr Wiggins and son for taking 2nd open when they  
only sent 2 pigeons. Finally, he would like to say well done to all the section winners and the other 
fanciers who put up outstanding performances.  

Next up we have a loft that is always around the top in any race, and in particular if it is a bit of a 

hard one. Taking 6th and 7th Open we have the Winkfield Lofts of Mark Gilbert. In this race were 

there were only 80 birds on the night Mark had close to a quarter of those and had a cavalry charge 

from early the next morning as well. By anyones standard that is impressive and I personally think it 

was a master class in how to condition and motivate a team of pigeons to compete in middle 

distance national racing. Mark has had his team in magnificent form all season, especially at 

international level where he has hit a bit of a purple patch with his distance team and this has 

resulted in a few more national successes coming his way. Given the bloodstock that Mark has 



assembled you would expect these birds to be bred right for the task asked of them and to be close 

up to the originals and that is indeed the case. The first bird was a dark hen flown as a widowood 

hen, she is a yearling and was 4thnational Bicc Agen 510 miles already this year so she can mix it with 

the best. She is a grandaughter to Southfield Supreme 1st International Dax 17,400 birds and a 

grandchild to Euro Diamond. The second bird is a widowood cock, he is also a grandchild to Supreme 

and a full brother to 1st BICC  national in 2013, so clearly the conditions on the day suited the 

Supreme birds and they made the most of it. Well done Mark, a phenomenal team performance in a 

race when many struggled. 

 

1st Section J for G Treharne and Son  

Claiming the top two spots in Section J and 8th Open we have another loft that is right at the top of 

their game and to emphasis this they took 1st and 2nd in a section where they must be amongst the 

most westerly fliers and on a day when the wind did them no favours. G.Treharne and son are 

having a season to remember and since they joined their other Welsh countrymen in competing 

against the best that England has to offer in the National Flying Club they have more than held their 

own. The first section pigeon is a yearling roundabout hen and both parents were obtained from 

Hans Eijerkamp being van loon / Jansen, the sire is a direct son of Kain one of the best breeding and 

racing sons of Chicago and Miss Saigon, and the dam is an inbred grandaughter of Miss Saigon. She 

has raced pretty well over the past few weeks winning 1st section 4th open fed from falaise and last 

week she dropped in a group of four that took the first four in the section at Salisbury for the 

Treharne loft. The second section is two year old cock that is also 100% Eijerkamp also van loon / 

Jansen, the sire is a direct son of Chicago, and the dam is a grandaughter of glamour boy and 

wonderboy06. The son of Chicago has previously bred us three 2nd open nationals. The cock is also 

raced roundabout and only gets his bowl before the race, he has raced steadily without any previous 

exceptional results but has let his presence be felt when it mattered. 



Taking 9TH Open and 2nd section F is the loft of D.S and R Wiggins from Oxford. I have been unable to 

contact them in time to get information for the article. 

 

Dave Johnson holding 10th Open Saintes 

Rounding of the top 10 in 10th Open and 3rd section B we have the Southampton loft of D.E Johnson. 

He is a Soontjen-Van-Loon pigeon. His sire is nest mate to champion Double 0,  the Bergerac winner 

for the loft  in 2004, so he has performance in his pedigree that he drew on to get himself to the 

front of the pack. The soontjen blood comes from the north east via his dam who is a grand 

daughter of Just a Kid and Valerie. As a yearling he was 38th Open Alencon against  2,997 birds. He 

has been showing good form all year and has been racing well for the loft and has really taken to the 

widowhood system. Dave feeds the team on Versela Laga corn and this year he has started to use 

Aviform  on the team to help with their condition and health and he has found it an excellent 

product.   

Around the sections. 

Section A 

Claiming top spot and taking 2nd section for good measure we have the loft of Crammond and 

Langstaff racing in to the beautiful Fontwell. Ian and Nigel had a fantastic race and when the dust 

settled on the first night it looked like they had clocked up  Probable 1st, 2nd, 5th, 7th, 8th Section A 

14th, 26th, 37th, 103rd, 119th Open. To show how uch their birds revel at this distance bear in mind 

that this is the sixth time in the last seven years that the partnership have won the section from 

Saintes with the NFC, and on a night when there were only eight birds clocked in the section  the 

partnership had five of them. This years section winner is a nephew of their NFC Messac winner in 

2011 and is also brother to La Belle Etoile which was 1st Open French Young Bird Derby winning 

£10000.00 first prize in 2011. He is also a full brother of Johnny Attrill's State Express, a top racer for 



John which Crammond & Langstaff bred for him. Their second pigeon was bred from some eggs 

which they had from their good friend the Wizard of Winkfield Mark Gilbert this turns out to be a 

Grandson of Southfield Supreme 1st International  Dax, Ian and Nigel would like to finish by 

congratulating Dave & Lisa Waterhouse on winning the Saintes National and also winning the CSCFC 

Bergerac only bird on the day, Fantastic Flying. 

 

Ian and Nigel relaxing after a good day at the office. 

Section C 

Claiming yet another 1st Section at National level we have the small team maestro John Halstead 

from Kington Magna in Dorset with a yearling blue widowhood cock named Ruby’s Boy. This cock 

was having his 5th Channel race of the season and his previous best was in early May when he was 

60th Open BICC Falaise (3278 birds). His nest mate Ruby’s Lad was 2nd Open BICC Alencon (6823 

birds) also in May. The sire of these two cocks is the exceptional retired racer Ruby who after 

winning 3 times on the road has now become an excellent breeder producing Federation, Section 

and top 3 Open winners in Classics and Nationals. He is down from M&D Evans original Gaby 

bloodlines of National Fideel, Belle, Jester and Carrie. Dam of Ruby’s Boy was also bred by M&D 

Evans and is a Granddaughter of Eisenhower and Golden Gaby. 

John feeds Versele Laga Super Widowhood and Champion Plus mixtures supplied by Countrywide 

Feeds and all his widowhood cocks receive a level teaspoon of Hormoform each day in preparation 

for races.    



 

John Halstead holding Ruby’s Boy. 

Claiming runner up spot with 2nd Section C we have the loft of Mr and Mrs Cowley. Lawrence and 
Marg Cowley clocked a yearling dark cock, GB13N85026.  He did three laps of honour to let them 
know that he was home, so he clearly had more in the tank. They race a team on roundabout to 
make the best use of both sexes. The cocks have only been let out at nights and the Section cock was 
still on roundabout for Saintes and was in top spirits and spent his exercise time chasing anything 
that flew over the loft.He is a grand son of Dark Giant paired to a grand daughter of Zwarte Jef, both 
Ponderosa UK Van Wanroy given to Lawence by Tony & Mary. He  was paired to a daughter of Mike 
Staddon’s 1st section, 3rd open Tarbes when he was  paired to the American hen. So he has plenty 
of distance blood in him which would help explain his laps of honour on his return – not bad for a 
race in to a head wind on a very hot and humid day. 

He was in good form when he dropped and had clearly been well looked after during his time away. 
The race team has been fed all season on Country Wide Lo Pro Jerry Plus, and  a natural widowhood 
mix. Lawrence would  like to say a massive thank you  to Marg for her support and once again thanks 
to “the Breakfast Club” for taking the birds to the marking station. 

 



 

Mr and Mrs Cowley 

 

Section D 

This is a section that is always hard fought, and you need to work hard to gain the bragging rights 

from any of the national races. Taking top spot on this occasion is the loft of E Riley and Son Peter. 

Eddie and the team clocked the section racing from 400miles and to show the loft has a bit of 

form about it they also took 8th and 11th in the section, so they clearly had the birds on song 

and up to the task being asked of them. The winning bird which was bred from the lines of Mark 

Gilbert which was a Jan Aarden cross with a Brockamp hen and Brockamp cross with Rutz cock. 

Eddie really rates these Rutz birds from Mark, who went and sourced the best of them from the 

top German distance loft. The partnership would like to say a big thanks to John Highley, who 

has been a great source of help and advised them to get the team on 9 day old youngsters for 

the Saintes race and that seems to have done the trick.John has also loaned them a few well 

bred  pigeons to breed from, for which Eddie and Peter are very grateful and Eddie says sorry for 

all the phone calls but he hopes they might be less frequent when John goes back to Australia!!. 

Peter and Eddie are over the moon with the performance for Saintes, and rightly so as they 

targeted a team at that race and put a lot of work in to them. It is work bearing in mind as well 

that the boys race in to the North Devon Coast which is not the most helpful of places to fly in to 

so that makes the section win and team performance even more impressive, well done 

gentlemen. 



 

Eddie Reilly and Family 

 

Taking 2nd Section D we have the loft of knox and Stewart. I was unable to contact the 

partnership in time to get information for this race report. 

 

 

Section H 

At basketing for Saintes I put through the birds belonging to Andy Smith and they were in 

cracking condition and I said to Andy that I would be speaking to him over the weekend as I felt 

he would not be far away. As it turns out he won the section comfortably and this is two section 

wins back to back now in the NFC following on from topping section H from Tarbes. The winning 

bird is once again from Andys tried and tested Van Bremen family of birds and he has definitely 

developed these in to a formidable team that are all tested in the basket. The chequer cock has 

a bit of form around him and has already this season claimed 1st Section 8th Open out of Alencon 

with the BICC.  Andy loves the challenge of national racing and on the weekend of Saintes he 

had teams out competing at Bergerac and Vire with the MNFC, and as was expected they did 

not let the loft down. Andy keeps things simple, with the team being trained hard and raced on 

roundabout for the majority of the season with birds repaired for the last couple of channel 

events. This might sound simple, but it is deceptively so, as is always the way with skilled 

fanciers who have an intuitive ability to keep a team of birds fit, healthy and motivated. With 

Andy, time is a premium so the birds need to fit in to his system to succeed and survive and this 

is the family that he has developed over the past few years. 

 



 

The Distance King of The East Midlands Mr Andy King. 

2nd Section H we have the team of Patmore and Rayner. Chris & Keith have been great friends for 

many years and formed their partnership a few years ago but due to Keiths wife's health he decided 

to keep away from the birds and hence is in name only. The Saintes bird a chequer cock now named 

Brians Boy after Chris's great friend who died a few years ago and left him all his birds and brand 

new loft. This cock is pure koopman and flown natural all season, having been 3rd Sec H Messac a 

few weeks ago. He has also flown Cholet where he was 5th pigeon home and Acensis with MNFC 

where he was 3rd bird so he was fit and experienced when it came to performing from Saintes. 

  The birds are flown open loft dawn till dusk and Brians Boy was sent to Saintes feeding an 18 day 

old youngster with his hen sitting 8 days. This was his 3rd hen of the season, not because they were 

lost but he likes a change!! Perhaps he should have been called the Womaniser. He was well fancied 

and was Pooled in both the open and section so should earn some corn money for the team. The loft 

had 4 home out of 5 sent on Sunday in a tough race but I think blood will tell, and in this case it did. 



 

Chris holding 2nd Section H Saintes. 

Section I. 

This section was topped by the ever present loft of Trevor Durrows. Trevor is beginning to get a 

reputation as the invisible man as I have tried and failed via several routes to get a phone number 

that works. I think that I will have to go knocking on his door in the next few weeks to track the man 

down as I feel I am failing to get him and his pigeons the credit that the results deserve. Knowing my 

luck he will be on holiday when I do call!! 

Taking 2nd section is John Hambidge who, along with his dad before him has been chalking up top 

drawer performances for the past 50 years flying to their farm in North Oxfordshire. I tried to get in 

contact with John but I suppose this weather is not the best to be trying to get in contact with a 

farmer, so I will take my camera and swing round that way in the next couple of weeks when I am 

training my young birds. 

 

Section K. 

Topping section k we have the loft of AP Howson . I had been in contact with Pete to get 

information but there was a problem in the email finding its way in to my account and I tried to 

contact Pete to get information over the phone but to no avail. We will rectify this in the near future 

and I will ensure Pete and his game bird get the credit they are due. 



 

Nick Adshead with Milly – 2nd Section K Saintes. 

Chalking up 2nd Section we have the in form loft of Nick Adshead.  Nick initially had no plans to 

send to Saintes this year, but after the lofts excellent performance from Tarbes, topping it with  

a yearling hen, his mate G Sykes talked him into sending a team. Nick decided to send 5, two 

older birds on their last chance and 3 yearlings, which he thought would be a good test of their 

credentials for Tarbes next season.  As it turned out his first timer, a chequer yearling hen, had 

been destined for Tarbes two weeks but she left the eggs following her cocks late return from 

Messac. Milly was sent to the race sitting 4 day old eggs. Nick was a little concerned on the 

morning of basketing as she had casted another Flight and was a little gappy but this clearly 

didn’t do her any harm or hindrance on her journey home. Milly, is bred from a half brother to 

1st international Bergerac (mark vd berg)  x half sister to 1st international Bergerac for Menne 

and Daughters so just like my Tarbes hen Patience she was clearly bred for the job.These 

yearling distance hens have definitely had an immediate impact on the Adshead loft and the 

Section K results and when Nick gets a team of these around him I think they will cause 

fireworks. 

Section L. 

Top of the heap in the long flying section L and being the fourth loft in the race to do the double 
we have the loft of AG Clements. This gentleman has been top of the tree in the north west for 
many years and is always a time to know in channel races – whether it is a national, classic or 
specialist club race. To show you just how small our world really is, Gerry hails from the same 



part of Ireland as myself – Derry City – and he sat beside my dad in school. In fact my dad once gave 
him a mealy hen that he was so impressed with that he still remembers her 55 years later – she must 
have been some pigeon!! Back then he was know as Alec but he must still owe someone back home 
money even though he has been out of the city since 1960. And now here we are both a long way 
from home  and meeting through pigeons. As all Derrymen make perfect sense I thought I would 
leave it to him to talk about the double top section birds.This is what he had to say: 

‘ As expected, it was an extremely difficult race, due to prevailing head winds and unusually hot 
conditions, but as I have found over the years, with my birds, the harder the race, the better they 
seem to perform. The fact that I have had only 50% home so far, would indicate, just how difficult 
conditions were on the day. I was expecting a decent race, as my Cocks were exercising for one and 
a half hours, nonstop flying, prior to basketing. In fact I had to run the hens with them for a couple of 
days, just to calm them down, to conserve energy for the race. I had been watching the winning cock 
for a couple of weeks and noticed gradual changes developing in him, from his normal behaviour, 
which was why he was one of my fancied candidates. 

He has previously scores 3 or 4 times, in National races and was my first bird from Messac.He is bred 
for the job, being a G.Son of ‘Ronaldinho’, 1st Nat. Limoges and his uncles are all big performers, in 
National and International races, up to Barcelona.The Dam is a daughter of the immortal ‘Krommen’, 
Sire, G.Sire, GG.Sire and GGG.Sire, of literally, 100’s of winners in Belgium and UK.The sister to ‘The  
Krommen’, actually bred ‘The Champion’ of Chris Hebberich.The ‘Krommen’ was purchased, as a late 
bred youngster, from Hebberich, by my great friend, the late Alaine Van Den Driessche, for whom he 
had bred countless winners, before kindly letting me have him. As a matter of fact, another G.Son 
from him, 2 weeks earlier, won 1st. Lancs. Social Circle, Niort. 500 mls and was only bird on the day, 
after 14hrs 50mins on the wing.My second arrival has been one of the most consistent winning birds 
I have ever had from being a youngster, up to now, he’s been 10th,17th,30th,32nd,74th and 148th in 
Open National races. Again, he also is from the Van Den Driessche bloodlines, his Sire being a direct 
Son of ‘The Poot’, a big winner in Belgium. His Dam is a direct Daughter of ‘Admiral Junior’ who in 
turn was a direct Son of ‘The Admiral’, of Daniel Ceulebrek, who won 1st Nat Limoges.’  

Over the years Gerry has developed several distinct and successful families and I have had 
busschaerts indirectly from him, and more recently he had provided quality Willy Thas birds to fly for 
fanciers back in Derry and that is not an easy place to fly a pigeon into. Regardless of the origin of 
the birds Gerry believes that by keeping them healthy and working them hard the best birds will be 
left and you can then work with those to improve your birds. Good birds will respond well to work, 
and in the right hands- such as Gerrys- they will be successful. I think the mark of a quality fancier is 
their ability to continually source top winning blood and to incorporate that in to their own loft 
without losing momentum or having a dip in success. 



 

Gerry Clements on the right with good friend Ray Bullen. 

Right that’s it from me. You will be glad to hear that I have no soap box to stand on this week , but 
this is due more to me needing to pack for my trip to Cornwall rather than softening in my old age. 
The only thing left is to remind you that the old bird race run in conjunction with the young birds is 
open to both old cocks and hens. Take care with your young birds and I wish you all the success in 
the world with the class of 2014.As always 01926 817796 or weebu@hotmail.com. 

Drew Callan 

NFC P.O 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  



 
 

 

  

 

  

 

 


